KRMC Laboratory Services

--- Specimen Collection Visual Aids ---

- **Light Sensitive Chart**
  Chart for light sensitive laboratory tests

**BLOOD**
- **Blood Collection**
  Colorized reference for correct tube usage for laboratory tests
- **ORDER OF DRAW CHART**
- **QuantiFERON – TB Gold**
  Quick Guide – Blood Collection
- **Hematology Specimen Labeling**

**URINE**
- **Urine Collection**
  Images and product reference numbers of collection devices for urine collection
- **Urine Kit Collection BD Wall Charts “How To”**

**STOOL**
- **Stool Collection**
  Images and reference numbers of collection devices for stool collection
- **GI Panel Collection Aid**
- **Bristol Stool Chart**
  Type 1 through 7 with explanation of each

**SWAB**
- **Swab Collection Reference Guide**
  Images and reference numbers of collection swabs for aerobic and anaerobic specimen collection
- **Viral Respiratory**
  Visual collection reference
- **Buccal Fluid Collection**
  for Mumps Testing
- **Microbiological Collection (Tissue, Fluid and Swab)**
  Visual reference for the correct methodology for specimen collection
- **Bacterial Vaginosis**
  Visual collection reference

**PAP**
- **PAP-Cytopathology**
  Images of the correct collection methodology for PAP and Cytopathology specimens